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1. Two frames of reference ,g and ,S, have a common origin O, and.",g, rotates with anangurar verocity c,,' relative to ,g. If a moving particre p has its position vector rrelative to O at time t., show that : '--'"'1

/\d7 0r
,u) E: At*wAr,and

"r'

@ # : # * 2w A#. # Ar * s.^ (s 
^r).

An object of mass nz initially at rest is dropped to the earth,s surface frorn a hight Aabove the earth's surface' Assume that the angurar speed of the earth about its axisis a constant 'r'''' Prove that after time f the object is deflected east of the verticalby the amount

l,nrcos.\ ,

where ) is the earth,s latitude.
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2. (a) Define what is meant by the following terms:

i. Iinear *o*"n u*,

ii. angular momentum;

iii. moment of force.

(b) A solid of mass M is in the form of a tetrahedron O XY Z, the edges O X, OY, O Z

are mutually perpendicular, rests with XOY on a fixed smooth horizontal plane

and YOZ against a smooth vertical wall. The normal to the rough face XY Z

is in the direction of a unit vector n. A heavy uniform sphere of mass m and

center C rolls down the face causing the tetrahedron to acquire a velocity -V j
where j is the unit vector along OY. If OE : r, then prove that

(M + m)V - n'LT-' j : constant,

and that

where f :g*

With the usual notation, obtain

body having a point fixed in the

7 "-,;!--L-n(n'f),D-

and g is the acceleration of gravity.:vj

3. the Euler's equations for the motion

form:

Aat - {B - C)w2tir3 : .1f1,

Buz - {C - A)w1ua: N2,

Cwt-(A-B)w1wz:Nt.

A body moves about a point O under no forces. The principle moment of inertia

at O being 34, 5A and 6,4. Initially the angular velocity has components u)r : fr,

uz : A and u:3 : n about the corresponding principal axes. Show that at any time

t,

of the rigid
l
I
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4' with the usual notations, derive Lagrange,s equation for the impulsive motion fromLagrange's equations for a horonomic system in the folrowing form

"(#):sj, j :7,2,...,r1.

A uniform rcd AB of length 2a andmass rn has a particle of mass M attached tothe end B ' rt is at rest on a smooth horizontai tabre when an impulse ,I is appriedat A in a direction perpendicular to AB, and.in the prane of the tabre. Find theinitiar verocities of -4 and B and prove that the resurting kinetic energy is
212(m + JM)
m(m + 4lrl) '

5' (a) Define the Hami,rtonzan lunctionin terms of the Lagrangian function .show with the usual notations that the Flamiitonian equations are give' by

'i, 
: #, p, : -Pu'a g{ * -oL-.opj '" aqj *"" it * - at.(b) prove that if the time / does not.occur in the tug.r"rrgiu; ipn.tion.L, then thehamiltonian function ff is also not involved in /. i

(c) \4tite down the Ham'tonian, and then find the equation of motio4when theparticle of mass m is moving on a cartesian coordinate system. i
/

6. (a) Define what is meant by ihe po,isson bracket.
Show that the Hamiltonian equations of the holon
in the form 

vr lrrs truronomlc system may be written

i* = [q1,, H], Ft, : {1t1r, Hl,
and sho# that for any functio n f (qt, h, t),

dl af
&:;+[f' H]'

where .F/ is a Hamiltonian function.

(b) show that, if / and g are constants of motion then their poisson bracket {f ,glis also a constant of motion.


